The relative importance of rapid evolution for plant-microbe interactions depends on ecological context
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Evolution can occur on ecological time-scales, affecting community and ecosystem processes. However, the importance of evolutionary change relative to ecological processes remains largely unknown. Here, we analyse data from a long-term experiment in which we allowed plant populations to evolve for three generations in dry or wet soils and used a reciprocal transplant to compare the ecological effect of drought and the effect of plant evolutionary responses to drought on soil microbial communities and nutrient availability. Plants that evolved under drought tended to support higher bacterial and fungal richness, and increased fungal : bacterial ratios in the soil. Overall, the magnitudes of ecological and evolutionary effects on microbial communities were similar; however, the strength and direction of these effects depended on the context in which they were measured. For example, plants that evolved in dry environments increased bacterial abundance in dry contemporary environments, but decreased bacterial abundance in wet contemporary environments. Our results suggest that interactions between recent evolutionary history and ecological context affect both the direction and magnitude of plant effects on soil microbes. Consequently, an eco-evolutionary perspective is required to fully understand plant–microbe interactions.

1. Introduction

Despite the common assumption that evolutionary change occurs over very long time-scales, evolution often operates on ecologically relevant time-scales [1–3]. Rapid evolution happens when genetic changes occur quickly enough to have a measurable effect on ecological processes [2]. Several studies have documented the effects of rapid evolution on the outcome of species interactions [4,5], population dynamics [6,7] and ecosystem processes [8–10]. Although reports of rapid evolution are on the rise, these studies reveal little about the relative importance of evolutionary change compared with ecological processes. If evolutionary history only explains a trivial amount of variation in communities, relative to contemporary ecological conditions, then ecologists need not concern themselves with genetic changes [4].

Recently developed methods use the Price Equation to partition ecological from evolutionary effects on ecological variables, allowing comparisons of the relative strengths of ecological and evolutionary effects [11]. Evolutionary effects on ecological variables result from genetic changes that occur in response to historical environmental conditions. Ecological effects result from differential responses to contemporary environments. The limited datasets available to use this method suggest that evolutionary effects can be as important as ecological effects. For example, phenotypic variation of Trinidadian guppies that presumably arose from genetic changes in response to different predation regimes explained 85% of changes in community respiration [10,11]. In cases where genetic changes affect ecological processes, an understanding of evolutionary history is required to accurately interpret contemporary ecological effects.
The importance of evolutionary effects may depend on ecological context, a phenomenon which can be detected in the Price Equation [11] approach as an eco-evo interaction. For example, plant defences against herbivory (e.g. secondary compounds) may affect other ecological variables, such as litter decomposition rates [12]. Inducible plant defences that evolve in response to herbivory may decrease litter decomposition rates, but only when herbivores are present and the inducible defence trait is expressed. In this hypothetical example, we would observe a strong eco-evo interaction because evolutionary effects measured in one ecological context (herbivores present) would differ from evolutionary effects measured in another ecological context (herbivores absent). Failing to account for such interactions will under- or over-estimate both ecological and evolutionary effects and result in misinterpretations of treatment effects.

Rapid evolution and eco-evo interactions may be particularly important for above-ground–below-ground interactions between plants and microbes [13]. Plants benefit from rhizosphere microorganisms in various ways, including nutrient cycling and pathogen protection, while many microorganisms rely in turn on plant-derived organic matter (litter or root exudates) as a source of carbon and energy [14]. Changes in microbial communities can alter selection on plant traits [15]. Reciprocally, soil microbial community composition can be affected not only by plant species diversity [16,17], but also by genetic variation within plant species [18,19], suggesting that microbial communities may respond rapidly to genetic changes in their plant hosts. Such changes in microbial communities could feedback to influence plant distributions, productivity and global nutrient cycles [20]. Thus, plant–microbe interactions may be some of the most generally relevant and strongest eco-evo feedbacks, but these interactions remain largely unexplored in studies quantifying eco-evo interactions ([21], but see [22,23]).

Here, we used experimental evolution, followed by a reciprocal transplant experiment, to partition the ecological effects of drought and the effects of plant evolutionary response to drought on below-ground microbial (bacteria and fungi) communities and soil nutrient availability. We focus on drought because: (i) the frequency and duration of drought is expected to increase in the future for many parts of the world (IPCC 4th Assessment, 2007), (ii) below-ground microbial communities are sensitive to soil moisture conditions [24,25], and (iii) drought is a strong selective pressure that may drive rapid evolutionary responses in plant populations [26]. We use data from a multigenerational experiment that manipulated the soil moisture environment. Previously, data from this experiment were used to examine how changes in microbial communities in response to drought affected plant fitness responses in drought [27]. Here, we use different dependent variables from the same experiment to ask the converse question: does plant evolution in response to drought affect soil microbial communities and nutrient availability? Further, we apply the Price Equation approach [11] to partition and compare relative strengths of ecological and evolutionary responses to drought stress. We found that in many cases, the effects of plant evolution on below-ground microbial communities and nutrient concentrations were similar in magnitude to contemporary drought effects, but that the strength or direction of evolutionary effects depended on the ecological context in which they were measured.

2. Material and methods

(a) Experimental evolution treatments

We conducted a selection in a controlled environment experiment [28] in the greenhouse at the W.K. Kellogg Biological Station (MI, USA) to allow replicate populations of rapid cycling *Brassica rapa* (standard stock lines, Wisconsin Fast Plants Program, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, USA) to evolve for three generations in response to wet (high soil moisture) and dry (low soil moisture) environments. Eight mesocosms (76 l pots; n = 4 per soil moisture treatment) were filled with sterilized potting media (one part Bacto High Porosity Mix (Michigan Peat Company), one part perlite and one part vermiculate, steam sterilized at 121 C for 16 h) and inoculated with the microbial community contained in soil collected from an early successional field near the Kellogg Biological Station. We sowed 128 *B. rapa* seeds into each mesocosm and manipulated soil moisture conditions by either providing no additional water after germination (dry treatment) or watering each mesocosm with 500–1500 ml of water every other day (wet treatment). Flowering plants were cross-pollinated with other plants in the same mesocosm, and a random set of the seeds produced in each mesocosm was used to initiate the next generation of selection. Each generation, new mesocosms were established by combining half of the soil from the old mesocosm with an equal amount of new sterile soil media. This strategy ensured that the soil microbial community experienced the same selection history as its associated plant population but also minimized any effects of nutrient drawdown resulting from differences in plant growth. We repeated this process for three generations of selection on *B. rapa* (and presumably many more generations of soil microbes, which may also differentiate during this time) and then sowed randomly selected seeds from each mesocosm individually into pots in a common garden environment to reduce maternal environmental effects. Plants in the common garden generation were watered as needed to ensure that all plants survived to reproduce and then were cross-pollinated with other individuals that originated from the same mesocosm. Soil moisture conditions in the common garden generation were intermediate between the dry and wet treatments in the experimental evolution trial, and plants were grown in potting media that was not inoculated with microbial communities. Seeds produced from each individual were collected for use in the reciprocal transplant experiment. Although there is potential for one generation of selection during this common garden generation, this means that any observed effects of evolutionary history are conservative estimates.

(b) Reciprocal transplant experiment

We conducted a reciprocal transplant experiment to examine how plant evolutionary history (genetic changes in plants following three generations of selection in wet or dry environments) affected soil microbial communities and soil nutrient availability. We compared this evolutionary effect to the contemporary ecological effect of soil moisture manipulations during the reciprocal transplant experiment. We grew *B. rapa* plants from populations that had evolved in wet or dry environments (‘plant evolutionary history’) with microbial communities that had experienced approximately 16 months of either wet or dry environments (‘microbe history’) in either wet or dry contemporary environmental conditions (‘contemporary environment’) in a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design (n = 8 replicates per treatment, but because carbon, nitrogen and microbial communities were sampled from different subsets of these eight replicates, effectively n = 4). Pots (0.72 l) were filled with soil from the original mesocosms (eight original mesocosms with distinct microbe histories (four mesocosms had experienced approx. 16 months of
wet environments; four mesocosms had experienced approx. 16 months of dry environments)). We planted four B. napus seeds from the same evolutionary history treatment (wet or dry environments) into each pot, using one randomly selected seed from each of the four replicate mesocosms within that evolutionary history. Half of the pots from each plant evolutionary history × microbial history combination were kept consistently moist (wet contemporary environment), while the remaining pots were watered only when plants began to show signs of drought stress (dry contemporary environment). This strategy resulted in different percentage water contents between the two treatments (dry = 27% ± 2.3; wet = 71% ± 1.1, mean (± s.e.)). Following plant senescence, we sampled soil from approximately half of the replicates on the same day (n = 3 or 4 randomly selected pots in each treatment combination) and used qPCR to estimate fungal and bacterial abundance and DNA fingerprinting (T-RFLP) to estimate the richness and composition of microbial communities (detailed methods described in [27]). We also quantified available nitrate (NO$_3^-$) and ammonium (NH$_4^+$) with KCl extractions followed by analysis on a Flow Solution IV analyser (OI Analytical) and the percentage of carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) in the soil, and the C:N ratio with a Costech Model 4010 Elemental Combustion analyser (Costech Analytical Technologies Inc.).

(c) Data analysis
We tested for ecological effects (differences between contemporary soil moisture environments), evolutionary effects (differences between pots sown with plants from different evolutionary histories of drought) and microbial history effects (microbes from different drought histories) on three sets of dependent variables with MANOVA (performed using proc glm in SAS v. 9.2). The first MANOVA examined treatment effects on microbial variables (fungal and bacterial richness and abundance and fungal: bacterial ratio). A second MANOVA examined treatment effects on inorganic nitrogen (NO$_3^-$ and NH$_4^+$) concentrations. A third MANOVA examined effects on %C, %N and C:N ratio (we analysed these last three variables separately from inorganic nitrogen concentrations because they were measured on a different subset of pots). In each analysis, we removed non-significant factors and interactions (p > 0.25; [29]) from the statistical model, but retained two-way interactions when the three-way interaction was significant. In the event of significant interactions, we used additional MANOVAs to estimate the effect of a factor at each level of the interacting factor.

These MANOVA analyses test whether or not ecological and evolutionary effects are significantly different from zero; however, we were primarily interested in estimating the magnitude of ecological and evolutionary effect sizes relative to each other. Therefore, we used equation 12 in [11] to estimate ecological and evolutionary effects on microbial community variables (fungal: bacterial ratio, fungal and bacterial abundance and richness, and fungal and bacterial species composition (previously calculated using the first principle axis score from PERMANOVA conducted on bacterial and fungal abundances [27])) and soil nutrient variables (NO$_3^-$, NH$_4^+$, %C, %N and C:N ratio). For microbial variables, we pooled replicates across microbial histories, as all interactions with microbial history had no significant effect in the MANOVA (p > 0.34). We did not pool replicates for abiotic soil variables, but rather partitioned ecological and evolutionary effects separately for each microbial history because microbial history was significant for MANOVA models including these variables.

We estimated the ecological effect size of contemporary soil moisture and the effect size of plant evolutionary history, and interactions between these. We estimated the ecological effect of drought on each microbial and soil variable ($X$) separately in each evolutionary environment (plants from dry versus wet evolutionary histories), where $X_{\text{dry}}$ represents the mean of variable $X$ in the dry contemporary evolutionary history treatment growing in the 4th contemporary soil moisture treatment. For soils with plants that evolved in dry environments, we estimated the ecological effect of drought as the difference between dry and wet contemporary soil environments:

\[
\text{Ecological}_{\text{dry plant}: \text{wet soil}} = X_{\text{dry plant, dry soil}} - X_{\text{dry plant, wet soil}} \tag{2.1a}
\]

For pots with plants that evolved in wet environments, we also estimated the ecological effect of drought as the difference between dry and wet contemporary soil environments:

\[
\text{Ecological}_{\text{wet plant}: \text{dry soil}} = X_{\text{wet plant, dry soil}} - X_{\text{wet plant, wet soil}} \tag{2.1b}
\]

Similarly, we estimated the effect of plant evolutionary history on each microbial and soil variable separately for each contemporary soil moisture environment. For pots from dry contemporary environments, we estimated the evolutionary effect as the difference between pots with plants from dry and wet evolutionary histories:

\[
\text{Evolutionary}_{\text{dry soil}} = X_{\text{dry plant, dry soil}} - X_{\text{wet plant, dry soil}} \tag{2.2a}
\]

For pots from wet contemporary environments, we estimated the evolutionary effect similarly:

\[
\text{Evolutionary}_{\text{wet soil}} = X_{\text{dry plant, wet soil}} - X_{\text{wet plant, wet soil}} \tag{2.2b}
\]

As an overall ecological effect of drought, we also estimated the difference between wet and dry environments, averaged across both plant evolutionary histories:

\[
\frac{1}{2}(X_{\text{dry plant, dry soil}} - X_{\text{dry plant, wet soil}} + X_{\text{wet plant, dry soil}} - X_{\text{wet plant, wet soil}}) \tag{2.3}
\]

Similarly, we estimated the effect of plant evolutionary history as the difference between pots with plants from wet and dry evolutionary histories, averaged across both contemporary soil moisture environments:

\[
\frac{1}{2}(X_{\text{dry plant, dry soil}} - X_{\text{wet plant, dry soil}} + X_{\text{dry plant, wet soil}} - X_{\text{wet plant, wet soil}}) \tag{2.4}
\]

Further, we estimated interactions between plant evolutionary history and contemporary soil moisture, based on eqn 11 in [11]. The interactive effect estimates the extent to which an evolutionary effect in one contemporary soil moisture environment differs from an evolutionary effect in the other contemporary soil moisture environment:

\[
\text{Interactive} = X_{\text{dry plant, dry soil}} - X_{\text{wet plant, dry soil}} - X_{\text{dry plant, wet soil}} + X_{\text{wet plant, wet soil}} \tag{2.5}
\]

We determined standard deviations of effect sizes from the distribution of 10,000 bootstrapped estimates. Positive ecological effect sizes indicate that contemporary drought treatments increased the magnitude of a given variable. Positive evolutionary effect sizes indicate that plant populations which had evolved under drought conditions increased the magnitude of the variable compared with plant populations which had evolved in wet soil moisture environments. Positive interactive effects indicate that the observed variable is greater than expected from the additive effect of ecological and evolutionary effects. For example, if the ecological effect of drought increases a microbial variable by 100 units, and plant evolution in dry environments increases that microbial variable by 50 units, then an observed effect greater than 150 units in dry contemporary soils with plants from a dry evolutionary history would yield a positive interactive effect.
3. Results

On average, the magnitude of ecological effects (effects of contemporary drought environment) and evolutionary effects (effects of plant evolutionary responses to drought) were similar (figure 1); however, the relative contributions of each of these factors (i.e. ecological and evolutionary) were dependent on the particular environmental variable. Moreover, strong interactions between ecological and evolutionary processes were detected, indicating that the effects of plant evolutionary history depended on the contemporary soil moisture environment, and reciprocally, that the effects of contemporary drought depended on the evolutionary history of the plants (figure 1).

When averaged across both plant evolutionary histories, contemporary drought treatments had no significant ecological effect on the microbial community (table 1), but tended to support higher bacterial richness, lower fungal abundance, increased F:B ratios and different fungal community composition (higher scores on the first PCO axis) (figure 2a and the electronic supplementary material, table S1). When averaged across both contemporary soil moisture treatments, plants that evolved in dry environments had no significant evolutionary effect on the microbial community (table 1), but tended to support increased bacterial and fungal richness, increased bacterial abundance, lower fungal abundance, increased F:B ratios and different fungal and bacterial community compositions (figure 2a).

However, a significant interaction between plant evolutionary history and contemporary soil moisture on microbial communities (i.e. eco-evo interaction; table 1) obscured the main ecological and evolutionary effects. Averaged ecological and evolutionary effects were misleading because the relative strength of these effects on microbial communities depended on the context in which they were measured; evolutionary effects were dependent on ecological context, and ecological effects were dependent on evolutionary context (figure 2b versus 2c; table 1; p = 0.049 for the plant evolutionary history × contemporary soil moisture interaction). In fact, the magnitudes of the interactions between ecological and evolutionary processes were often similar to or larger than the main effects of ecological or evolutionary processes in explaining the dynamics of soil microbial communities (figure 2a). For example, in contemporary dry environments, plant evolutionary history had strong effects on fungal and bacterial richness and abundance and tended to alter microbial community composition (figure 2b; MANOVA: $F_{1,12} = 5.5$, $p = 0.04$). Yet, in contemporary wet environments, the evolutionary effects of plant history were weak or opposite in direction (MANOVA: $F_{1,14} = 0.36$, $p = 0.56$) and tended to reduce fungal and bacterial abundances (figure 2c).

Concentrations of soil nutrients were primarily driven by the contemporary soil moisture environment—nitrogen concentrations were higher in dry soils (table 1 and figure 3a,d). Plants that evolved in dry soil environments also tended to increase nitrogen concentration, but this evolutionary effect was considerably weaker than the ecological effect of soil moisture (figure 3) and the evolutionary effect in the MANOVA was only marginally significant ($p = 0.1$; table 1). Plants that evolved in dry environments also had a marginally significant effect in reducing the carbon content and the C:N ratio of soils ($p = 0.07$; table 1). This effect was stronger than the ecological effect of soil moisture when measured in dry environments (figure 2b,e,f), but not when measured in wet environments (figure 2c,f), although this interaction was not statistically significant in the MANOVA (table 1).

Surprisingly, microbe history did not significantly affect the microbial community (table 1). This result contrasts with previously published work on this system that showed effects of microbial history on bacterial richness and community composition [27]. These contrasting results probably result from the decreased power associated with the MANOVA approach used here. Microbes from historical drought treatments significantly decreased nitrogen availability and tended to increase C and N concentrations (table 1).

4. Discussion

In the past decade, evolutionary ecology studies have documented many cases of evolution occurring on ecological time-scales [1–3], while community genetics research has demonstrated that the genetic identity of a focal species can affect associated community members and ecosystem processes [18,30,31]. Here, we integrate concepts from these two fields and show that rapid evolutionary responses to a novel stress associated with climate change have community-wide consequences for associated species. Specifically, plant evolutionary responses to drought affected the structure of below-ground microbial communities, setting the stage for eco-evo feedbacks between plants and soil microbes. After only three generations of selection, plants that evolved in dry environments affected the abundance and diversity of bacterial and fungal communities in the soil. Importantly, the magnitudes and direction of these evolutionary effects were largely dependent on the ecological context in which they were measured.

Although recent studies have demonstrated that evolution can contribute to the outcome of ecological processes, few have quantified the importance of evolutionary processes relative to ecological processes [11]. We compared the relative importance of an ecological factor (soil moisture) and an evolutionary factor (plant evolution in response to soil moisture) on soil microbial communities and soil nutrient availability.
Averaged across environments (figure 2), the strengths of ecological and evolutionary factors that were environmental contexts (figure 2), indicative of the strength or direction of these forces in either of the evolutionary effects (figure 2). In ecological experiments [4,5,32], measured in ecological experiments. Consider the evolutionary history of their focal species because evolutionary effects can be as important as ecological effects in explaining an ecological variable [2,11]. The strength of evolutionary effects suggests that ecologists should consider the evolutionary history of their focal species because strong evolutionary effects may either mask or enhance effects measured in ecological experiments [4,5,32].

We also found strong interactions between ecological and evolutionary effects (figure 2a). In most cases, our estimates of the strengths of ecological and evolutionary factors that were averaged across environments (figure 2a) were not representative of the strength or direction of these forces in either of the environmental contexts (figure 2b,c). For example, strong evolutionary effects in dry environments were sometimes offset by evolutionary effects in the opposite direction in wet environments (e.g. fungal and bacterial abundance, figure 2). These strong interactions suggest that the effects of plant evolution on microbial communities are context-dependent. In other words, prominent evolutionary effects under one set of environmental conditions do not necessarily translate to another set of environmental conditions. Reciprocally, although microbial communities responded to the ecological effect of drought stress, the direction or extent to which they responded depended on the evolutionary history of the plants in the community. Interestingly, interactive effects were typically positive, indicating that the effects of ecological and evolutionary processes were greater than additive. In other words, the ecological effects of drought on a number of microbial community metrics (e.g. fungal richness, fungal abundance and bacteria abundance) were greater than expected when the associated plants had also evolved under drought conditions (figure 2). These results suggest that evolutionary effects exacerbate ecological effects and also indicate that the ecological effect of drought on soil microbes cannot be accurately assessed without considering the evolutionary history of the plants in those soils.

Such interactions between ecological and evolutionary processes may be common, or even necessary, to generate eco-evo feedbacks. In a study of eco-evo feedbacks, the aphid genotypes that were favoured by natural selection depended on population density, but aphid evolution affects population density [33]. Similarly, in predator–prey interactions between rotifers and algae, the evolutionary response of algae depends on the densities of both rotifers and algae in the community, but algal evolution stabilizes abundances in the community [6,34]. In both cases, although ecological factors (e.g. density) drive evolutionary responses, the evolution of traits also affects the ecological factor, resulting in an eco-evo feedback. Future research should examine whether such eco-evo interactions are common in natural communities, and whether such interactions are required to generate eco-evo feedbacks.

Plants that evolved in different soil moisture environments appear to have rapidly evolved changes in traits that affect soil microbial communities. As all plants experienced a common garden generation to minimize maternal environmental effects, the observed differences between plant histories are most likely owing to genetic changes in the populations [28]. The mechanism by which plant trait evolution affects microbial communities is not entirely clear, however. Previous studies on this system showed that selection gradients on B. rapa flowering time, specific leaf area and above-ground biomass were similar in both wet and dry soils [15], and minimal evolutionary responses of growth and phenological traits were observed in response to the three generations of selection in wet and dry soil moisture environments [27], suggesting that these traits were not responsible for the observed differences in microbial communities. However, we have not yet estimated selection on below-ground traits, such as root biomass or architecture, nitrogen uptake, or litter and exudate production, which may have greater effects on soil properties and microbial communities. It is possible that plant adaptation to dry environments results in greater below-ground biomass that provides more resources for soil microbial communities. Alternately, the evolutionary effect of B. rapa on microbial communities may not be owing to a single trait, but rather a multi-trait drought-tolerant phenotype that evolves in response to dry environmental conditions [35].

Relative to the effects of plant evolution on microbial abundance and richness, nitrogen concentrations in the soil were determined largely by the contemporary soil moisture environment. Species of fungi and bacteria that reduce nitrate
and oxidize ammonium may be more susceptible to drought stress, leaving greater concentrations of available nitrogen in dry soils [36]. Alternatively, plant uptake of nitrogen may be water-limited in dry environments, leaving higher concentrations of nitrogen in dry soils. Although the magnitude of the effect of plant evolutionary history was smaller than the ecological effect of soil moisture, this evolutionary effect (figure 2) was greater than many ecologists might expect in most analyses of ecosystem function, which largely ignore the effects of evolutionary history (but see [10,37]). By contrast, we found a larger, but non-significant, effect of plant evolutionary history on soil carbon content and C:N ratios (figure 2). Plants that evolved under drought conditions were associated with reduced C:N ratios (figure 2) and thus may have experienced a relatively higher nitrogen environment. Because plants have a more difficult time accessing nitrogen resources in dry environments [38,39], such an evolutionary effect that increases nitrogen availability could facilitate plant growth in dry soils and lead to positive eco-evo feedbacks between plants and soil microbes. Alternatively, plants that evolved under drought conditions may produce less litter or delay senescence relative to plants that evolved in wet conditions and provision the soil with less carbon. This is further evidence that eco-evo dynamics between plants and soil microbes may be important not only for microbial community structure, but also for regulating microbial-mediated ecosystem processes.

Previous work demonstrated that changes in microbial communities in response to drought stress contributed to plant adaptation to novel drought environments [27]. Our results here demonstrate that plant evolution had reciprocal effects and increased microbial abundance and diversity under drought conditions. These reciprocal ecological and evolutionary effects between plants and their associated soil communities set the stage for eco-evo feedbacks and co-adaptation among plants and microbes [3,40]. Plant evolution can drive ecological changes in microbial communities (figure 2), and ecological changes in microbial communities affect plant growth, phenology and fitness [27], which may drive further evolutionary and ecological changes above-ground. Such eco-evo feedbacks may be common in plant–microbe interactions for several reasons. First, plant genotypes are known to influence microbial communities [18,19]. Second, plant–soil feedbacks can contribute to plant–plant competitive interactions and coexistence [41–43], and recent studies suggest that plant–soil feedbacks can contribute to fitness differences among plant genotypes within a species [18,44]. Finally, eco-evo dynamics are expected to occur when organisms have large effects on their environment and as a result can alter the selective environment for themselves and other species in the community (i.e. niche construction) [45]. Given that plants supply organic carbon to heterotrophic microorganisms in soils, and that microbes are responsible for nutrient cycling and decomposition, plants and microbes can be key drivers of environmental quality for both above-ground and below-ground populations. Other microbial systems have served as excellent models for the importance of rapid evolution for ecological processes (Escherichia coli [46], Daphnia [47], rotifers and algae [6,34]), but studies of eco-evo dynamics in plant–microbe interactions are historically lacking [21]. Interactions between plants and soil microbes have the potential to be among the strongest and most common eco-evo feedbacks. As our results demonstrate, rapid evolutionary changes in plants (this study) and rapid changes to below-ground communities [27] can be important to mediating drought responses of both above-ground and below-ground partners and illustrate the need for an evolutionary perspective in the study of plant–soil interactions.
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Figure 2. The proportional contribution of contemporary drought (ecological), and plant drought history (evolutionary) and their interactive effects on soil microbial communities. Positive contributions indicate that drought increased the magnitude of the variable (e.g. fungal richness was higher when grown with plants that evolved in dry environments). In (a), ecological and evolutionary effects averaged across environments and the strength of their interaction. In (b), ecological effects were estimated using only plants from dry evolutionary histories; evolutionary effects were estimated only in dry contemporary environments. In (c), ecological effects were estimated using only plants from wet evolutionary histories; evolutionary effects were estimated only in wet contemporary environments. Error bars represent the standard deviation of 10 000 bootstrap estimates.
Figure 3. The proportional contribution of contemporary drought (ecological), and plant drought history (evolutionary) and their interactive effects on soil nutrients. Positive contributions indicate that drought increased the variable (e.g. NO₃⁻ concentrations were higher in dry environments). (a–c) Effects with microbes from dry environments. (d–f) Effects with microbes from wet environments. In (a,d), ecological and evolutionary effects averaged across environments and the strength of their interaction. In (b,e), ecological effects were estimated using only plants from dry evolutionary histories; evolutionary effects were estimated only in dry contemporary environments. In (c,f), ecological effects were estimated using only plants from wet evolutionary histories; evolutionary effects were estimated only in wet contemporary environments. Error bars represent the standard deviations of 10 000 bootstrap estimates.
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In a recent publication [1], we reported the effects of contemporary drought and plant evolutionary responses to drought on several aspects of soil microbial communities, including fungal : bacterial ratios. The actual values reported in the paper are in fact bacterial : fungal ratios, rather than their reciprocal. Despite which ratio is used, the conclusions are qualitatively similar, although using the reciprocal ratio causes a change in sign of the effect sizes in figure 2; the magnitudes of the effects are identical. All references to F:B ratios in the paper should be read as B:F ratios.
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